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DESIGNERS, AS WELL AS THEIR DESIGNS, ARE 
DEFINED BY METHODS. METHODS: THE 
PLANNED OR DISCOVERED PROCEDURES, 
TECHNIQUES, OR LOGIC WE USE. 
Nonetheless, methods are also an expression of 
the personal perspective of the designer; they give 
form to our intentions so that we may communicate 
directly with the end user. This also defines meth-
ods also as language. 
Throughout history, different ideological meth-
ods (the classical orders, the Renaissance, and the 
Modernist manifesto, which are only a few) have 
prescribed a way in which we should contribute to 
the world, trying to answer what is right and what is 
beautiful. As the social situation changes, however, 
so do these answers. Our methods, therefore, ulti-
mately describe the way we choose to understand, 
make, and exist within our own time. 
To create contributing individuals, an educa-
tion in design should involve an exposure to and 
practice of, methods and communication. A mate-
rial and explorative process, especially important 
in the beginning, helps to develop a wide range of 
skills and viewpoints, creating a base understanding 
from which we can make our own way. This pro-
cess, however, also needs to include an understand-
ing of failure that would allow us to be uninhibited 
as we explore different methods of expressing our-
selves. Currently, the effort required by the often 
frustrating and continuous work of trial and error, is 
being displaced by us students; we want to be eas-
ily understood and accepted as we attempt to reveal 
our ideas. This exclusion and want are entertained 
by the ease with which computers help us create 
fast, seemingly developed, and attractive, or at least 
accepted, imagery. This can even distract from the 
fact that we have, materially, very little exploration 
to show for ourselves. The language of the computer 
is further encouraged because it resonates with that 
typically accepted in professional practice. It, there-
fore, supposedly tempers us for success. I believe 
instead that this fear of projects and portfolios that 
question our own methods, education, and profes-
sion allow our collective body of work to be ren-
dered mediocre. 
Today 'the technology of out; own hands is 
thought:-to be more difficult. or archaic than that of 
computer-aided design (see the line to the laser cut-
ter during the final weeks of the semester if you do 
not believe me). It was only through a demonstra-
tion of the skill of our hands, however, that we were 
accepted into this program. Our belief that these 
skills are more difficult might be tied to the fact we 
are never forced to encounter instruction on these 
skills after the initial precedent project our inaugu-
ral year, in which we have to do a section drawing 
by hand. We do, however, during the same semes-
ter have to take an entire course on how to cre-
ate and manipulate computer models and images. 
Once y.ou realize how quickly a 3D model generates 
plans and sections and those fancy looking perspec-
tives the night before a project is due, you wouldn't 
blame us for believing it's the easier way to work, 
but besides practicing our ever-worsening habits 
of procrastination, how is our design development 
really being aided? 
As a working method, the language of modeling 
software also becomes the language of expression. 
Each individual project that is inserted into a com-
puter-aided design tool becomes articulated through 
the standard logic of that software. Development of 
the project is then regulated within its own set of 
rules. That language does, however, allow for the 
creation of lines that are uniform and can snap -
and who isn't thankful for snaps? That perfectly 
uniform line, can also be duplicated throughout 
the entire project, and organized to form equally 
perfect corners, angles or impressive looking cur-
vatures (unless you are using SketchUp which does 
not actually understand curves). That same line also 
appears in everyone else's project that used the soft-
ware. While easily replicated, the line also becomes 
very ambiguous, allowing 3D modeling rules and 
actual design intentions to be mistaken for each 
other by our audience, and sometimes we even trick 
ourselves. Further, initial ideas and those generated 
throughout the design process are written over by 
the most recent iteration of the project and there 
are too many steps between where you are and 
where you were to use Ctrl+Z. I understand that 
some of our decisions are going to be basic and such 
programs help fill in these parts and save us time: 
time that we believe allows us to get further into the 
design process, but we aren't really going anywhere. 
When we begin with such a controlled language, 
our ability and opportunity to invent is severely lim-
ited. Our projects become a homogenized version 
of where we started or where we may have gone. 
Le Corbusier worked at convincing us of this 
through defining his five points of architecture. He 
eventually also proved that one language cannot be 
universally well executed, or its solutions always the 
correct ones. 
I should also clarify that I do not mean to exclude 
computer-aided design from any curriculum. I only 
want to suggest ~lgt_ if:. )'(~ j.ntend to inveii.f we.:tm. ':: 
"'ne~ift~:: tru-:i:i~~~~Jj§@.jij?._wsf NicEe~~iigy:_. 
oui: ~~_f .. a.nd Mltl etr~highly u;Jitj({ifalized way 
of working. The product is individual to us but each 
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mark is also highly unique; and each ourselves. We are students of architecture and we 
is in relationship to the moment and need to know architectural drawing. 
situation in which it was created. Of course, each of us has the choice to require it 
When we create with our hands we also for ourselves. It is a hard choice, one that works off 
have the ability to be uninhibited and to of typically undeveloped skills and possibly against 
surprise even our own eyes. It exposes the the mechanism of studio, which always has a par-
difference between what our brain intends to ticular rhythm based on the instructing professor. 
make and what our hands actually create. The gap It, however, is always still a choice that we make, 
between our brain and hands presents an opportu- even if we choose to be indifferent or allow per-
nity for us to witness the kinds of marks we make ceived restrictions to actually restrict us. Ultimately 
naturally, reexamine what we meant to say through we have to take responsibility for what we want our 
them, and also interpret their role in our design's set of skills to be, and what we want to learn in our 
development. The method of our hands allows our education. 
language and intentions to constantly adapt to each Computer-aided design will continue to assume 
other instead of letting the language regulate the more liability, it has already learned to be intelligent 
process. The methods for working with our hands enough to embed typical construction methods in 
are also infinite, from hand drawing, to the manipu- every line we make, and ensure that our walls con-
lation of materials (wax or dried pasta models), to nect with the roof. Though if we consent to design's 
things far from what I can imagine now. An explora- version of spell check we also give up some control 
tion in materials in relationship to our design devel- of our process of design and development. The giv-
opment would create a proliferation of methods, ing up liability, but also giving up control, has 
which we would use to learn reciprocally through a strong correlation to the current state of 
each other. the profession as architects allow engineers, 
._ ... 0 V}tJ:m11tely, ·I don't believe that any one method and construction managers to do part of what 
1s"ffioi'e-Oifli~.!-IJ~!IW>-<.W"91~t:..Wfeilrl,~ea$~~--' was traditionally the role, and knowledge, of 
· hMiii-b~~-Q~~Mtgniig~.Di~~~fi-ci~~hen .the architect. (While it may seem easier if we all 
it is understood and used ·i~t;~tion'alf.t~er- submit to a standardized method, our language and 
sity of teaching styles within Iowa State's program our products will also suffer from standardization, 
allows for a varied understanding of methods, but standardization produces more, and processes 
though it might require a bit of seeking on your part. that produce more win out. Does history not teach 
Basic architectural drawing skills, however, should us that conquerors write history, and that capitalism 
not be an elusive skill that we have to obtain for loves products?) I believe our relationship to our 
education has a direct correlation to the health of 
the profession. It will shape how we understand and 
contribute to the definition of the architect. 
This misunderstanding of our choices, respon-
sibility, and impact of the methods we employ is a 
great disservice to our education, our profession, 
and us. As students of design, we must be active 
participants in our education. Ultimately, we need to 
be aware of our impact and seek out the knowledge 
that will allow us to successfully express ourselves. 
I think this includes choosing to learn how to use 
our hands . ..ii 
